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In masonry, the arrangement of bricks - or 
brick bonding - in a structure offers a balance 
of functionality and form, artistry and design, 
with strength and purpose. 

Not only does brick bonding help to create a 
visual pattern and the desired design aesthetic, 
but it also distributes the weight throughout 
a structure to achieve maximum strength - 
balancing purpose with beauty. Brick bonding 
can be used on buildings as well as patios 
and paths, walkways and floors, and even 
fireplaces to create a uniform eye flow and 
beautiful design. Like the choice of brick - its 
color, texture, finish, and size - an intentionally 
approached brickwork bond further infuses a 
project with texture, style, and character.

Creating 
Texture with 
Nontraditional 
Brick Patterns

Carbon Black in a Stacked and Vertical Bond

The most used bonding pattern, it’s referred to as “running” because the 
bonding agent is applied in such a way as to create a straight line between 
the bricks and other materials. It consists of stretchers offset by ½ brick per 
course. The Running Bond is used for basic wall construction, and is simple 
and structural in nature.  
 
A variation of the standard running bond is a “Running Bond,” which is similar 
in nature but features stretchers offset by  of a brick.

RUNNING BOND

FLEMISH BOND
Similar to the Running Bond, the Flemish Bond doesn’t alternate layers but 
instead shifts them. Each row is completed with alternating full-sized and 
header bricks. It’s similar in nature to the Running Bond but uses an alternating 
pattern.  
 
If more variation is desired, include multiple stretchers between each header 
on a layer. This variation is called a Garden Wall Bond.

Although there is a wide variety of patterns, let’s explore the six most popular types of brick bonds commonly used 
for walls. These bonds each use a stretcher brick - a brick laid flat, exposing its longer, narrow side – and/or header 
bricks - a brick laid flat with the shorter, squared face exposed. 

Depending on the project’s needs, first determine whether the wall being built will be primarily decorative in nature or 
whether it also requires greater stability. This will differ amongst bonding patterns, but for those patterns that are less 
stable, a more secure bonding agent can be used to increase the safety of the wall.

Mohawk
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One of the most common brick bonds, it alternates the running bond made with 
alternating courses of headers and stretchers. Unlike other bonds, however, 
it does require more facing bricks. The design features headers centered over 
stretchers from the layer below with each alternate row aligning. The English 
Bond is one of the strongest bonds. 

Both the English and Flemish Bonds are commonly used on university campuses 
in North America and often feature a molded brick, like a Glen-Gery 53-DD. 

ENGLISH BOND

COMMON BOND
The Common Bond is similar to the English and Running Bonds, but features a 
course of headers inserted every five to six layers. The pattern uses intermittent 
rows of headers that are always centered on a stretcher with the joints of each 
course of headers always aligning.  
 
The Common Bond also offers a way to use half broken bricks since half bricks 
can be used as the header rows without wasting bricks. It’s often used for  
double-thickness walls.

Georgian in an English Bond Rose Red Range in a Common Bond

Emphasizing the vertical aspect of masonry, a Stacked (or Stack) Bond can be 
created with either stretcher or header bricks. The design is built when facing 
bricks are laid one on top of the other so both the horizontal edge and vertical 
head joints are continuous, resembling a line. It is often used with more 
contemporary construction to create a modern aesthetic. To reinforce the  
modern feel, white and black brick can also be used. While this is a popular 
pattern in many international projects, it’s quickly growing in popularity in the 
United States.  
 
Bricks can be stacked horizontally or vertically, depending on the aesthetic 
of the project by way of a horizontal stacked bond or vertical stacked bond. 
A stacked bond is a non-structural bond used primarily for decorative interior 
walls that are non-load bearing.

STACKED BOND

Avignon in a Herringbone Bond Yukon Winter in a Vertical Stacked Bond

HERRINGBONE BOND
The Herringbone Bond resembles a zigzag pattern. It is a type of raking 
bond - a bond which conceals layers of diagonally laid brick to bond ex-
posed bricks to the wall.  
 
Bricks are laid at a 45 degree angle to the direction of the row instead of  
horizontally, like other patterns, with each brick butting against the side of 
the adjoining brick. It continues to grow in popularity due to their decorative,  
mesmerizing and striking appearance.
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Please consult a masonry professional to ensure proper design/installation. 

Discover the possibilities at glengery.com 


